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Housing Court Keeps Eviction On Ice In Brooklyn
Deed Row
By Grace Dixon

Law360 (May 31, 2022, 7:34 PM EDT) -- A New York City housing court judge on Tuesday refused to
upend his earlier decision that a family can remain tenants in a Brooklyn brownstone as long as an
application for pandemic rent aid is up for appeal, as the family continues to pursue claims that the
property is rightfully theirs.

 
In a six-page order, Judge Jack Stoller denied landlord Menachem Gurevitch's request to lift a
March stay that prevented him from recovering the building at 964 Park Place in Brooklyn's Crown
Heights neighborhood on the basis of an Emergency Rental Assistance Program appeal. In doing so,
he extended a respite for relatives of 98-year-old Ida Robinson, who owned the property until 2015.

 
After a mid-May hearing on Gurevitch's request ended in terse words and no decision, Judge Stoller
determined Tuesday that even if the $487,500 purportedly owed in back rent outweighs any relief the
landlord might receive, the court cannot disregard the rent relief statute's mandate to stay eviction
proceedings while applications are processed.

 
"The plain language of the [Emergency Rental Assistance Program] statute specifically provides for
stays of eviction proceedings upon the pendency of an application for … 'part of' the arrears," Judge
Stoller ruled. "Whatever support there is in the case law for petitioner's position, petitioner still is
asking the court to ignore the plain language of the ERAP statute."

 
The Tuesday ruling comes in the housing court arm of a dispute that spans years and courts.

 
Though Gurevitch attempted to evict the owners-turned-tenants in February, the Crown Heights
Tenant Union and Brooklyn Eviction Defense organized a stoop watch protecting Ida Robinson's
daughter Helen Robinson and granddaughter Sherease Torain from what they deemed an unlawful
eviction, catapulting the dispute into the public eye.

 
Eviction proceedings were then put on hold later in February when the court found that Torain's
ERAP application was still pending.

 
The stay created wiggle room for the legal guardian of Ida Robinson's financial affairs — an entity
called Project Guardianship — to pursue claims to the title in New York Supreme Court. In a lengthy
motion on Ida Robinson's behalf, Project Guardianship alleged that the 2015 transaction was framed
disingenuously as a refinancing, rather than a sale.

 
But Project Guardianship withdrew its motion without explanation after 964 Park Place LLC, a
subsequent owner, submitted bank statements and emails supporting its contention that family
members knowingly participated in the $800,000 property sale.

 
Undeterred, Ida Robinson's relatives sought an alternative guardian. Earlier this month, a
guardianship court appointed Helen Robinson as her mother's temporary limited guardian for the
purposes of renewing allegations of deed fraud.

 
In his Tuesday decision, Judge Stoller remained unswayed by various exceptions to ERAP eviction
stays proffered by Gurevitch's counsel.

 
Though New York housing courts declined to grant stays in 2986 Briggs LLC v. Evans and Silverstein
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v. Huebner, both cases involved licensees and not tenants, Judge Stoller ruled.

Gurevitch had also attempted to draw parallels between the Robinson and Torain family and tenants
in Zheng v. Guiseppone, who were denied a stay while awaiting the outcome of their rental aid
application. But Gurevitch papered over the fact that the landlord in the Zheng matter had waived
any rights to claim back rent in an earlier stipulation, Judge Stoller found.

The parties must now wait until the state makes a decision on Torain's ERAP application, the judge
concluded.

Meanwhile, a Friday hearing in the guardianship matter will potentially finalize Helen Robinson's
appointment as co-guardian of her mother's financial affairs. The May 18 grant of temporary limited
guardianship gave Helen Robinson leeway to begin rebuilding the family's case to recover the deed.

Counsel for Robinson and Torain declined to comment Tuesday. Counsel for Gurevitch and a
representative for the Crown Heights Tenant Union did not respond to requests for comment on
Tuesday.

Gurevitch is represented by David Stern, Anthony P. Coles and Pamela E. Smith of Stern & Stern
Esqs.

Sherease Torain is represented by Logan Schiff of Brooklyn Legal Services.

Helen Robinson is represented in the guardianship application by Philip T. Simpson of Leech Tishman
Robinson Brog PLLC.

The case is Menachem Gurevitch v. Helen Robinson, et al., case number 72639-18, in the Civil Court
of the City of New York for Kings County.

--Additional reporting by Emma Whitford. Editing by Nicole Bleier.
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